Director of Operations, McKinsey.org
ORGANIZATION PROFILE
Founded by McKinsey & Company in 2018, McKinsey.org is an independent non-profit whose mission is
to have lasting and substantial impact on complex social challenges. We act as an incubator for new,
scalable solutions to social issues in partnership with leaders from the private-, public- and socialsectors.
Our first program on Sustainable Communities launched with an initiative called Rethinking Recycling,
focused on helping cities increase the amount of their waste recycled, particularly plastics and organic
materials. Based on our research across more than 20 countries, we are developing solutions to put all
waste to productive use for the benefit of communities and the environment. We believe that a
community-scale solution that captures the full value of all waste streams and addresses all stages of
the waste and recycling lifecycle, from the communities who generate the waste to the companies
committed to buying recycled materials, can be economically self-sufficient, and environmentally and
socially responsible.
Over the coming years, we will add additional initiatives and programs on topics beyond Sustainability
and Recycling. In 2019, we expect our small team will increase to around 10-12 people, with the support
of McKinsey & Company and other funders and partner organizations.
McKinsey.org is an equal opportunity employer.
POSITION DESCRIPTION
The Director of Operations is a member of our senior leadership team with responsibility for the
development, coordination and execution of our people, financial, and organizational strategy across all
of our programs as we move from start-up into initial program activity and beyond. As such, he/she
must establish him/herself as an indispensable member of the team, whose judgment, oversight and
insights into business matters are greatly valued by the leadership and contribute to the overall success
of our non-profit.
Responsibilities include:
1. General business oversight: Independently managing the day-to-day business decisions of the
non-profit, ensuring flawless execution of strategy through communication, knowledge, budget,
people, and performance updates, and board discussions.
2. Human Resources: Supporting the rethkinging of the non-profit’s organizational design for
growth (e.g., org structure, roles & responsibilities); supporting recruiting for new roles;
negotiating and overseeing comp for new hires; managing processes around rotational fellows
donated from funders (including rotational memos, performance reviews) and other related
topics.
3. Professional development: Tuning and evolving the people model for better impact and
development of new capabilities; acting as a respected coach and mentor; supporting design
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and delivery of training and team building events; onboarding new hires; designing and
supporting performance reviews and ensuring and cultivating high performance in all roles.
4. Finances: Tracking financial spend against budget; managing any incoming grants and related
reporting; ensuring teams are properly reimbursed for external expenses; monitoring team
spending and ensuring compliance with McKinsey.org guidelines; being the first point of contact
for our external contractors on financial issues including travel reimbursement; working with
McKinsey.org accountants for public reporting (990) and managing the annual audit.
5. Legal compliance: Working with legal counsel in the US, Argentina and Indoneisa to establish
branches of McKinsey.org as necessary; track partnerships overseeing legal agreements around
branch offices (as and when established); ensuring team members comply with immigration and
employment rules in different regions.
6. Board secretary: documenting board discussions and circulating the minutes, ensuring all Board
members have signed appropriate paperwork, etc.
Skills and experience
We’re seeking an experienced professional who has:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum of 12-15 years’ of business work experience with 5-7 years of direct leadership
experience is required
A broad operations skill set across various areas (human resources, professional development,
budgeting and reporting) and from strategy to execution and experience holding accountability
for large scale operations
Experience managing stakeholder relationships including those with senior management at
corporations, non-profits, government officials and agencies where required, negotiating with
external vendors and enforcing governance with implementation partners
Comfort working in a “start-up” environment, with the associated level of ambiguity.
Entrepreneurial, creative, innovative, proactive mindset required for start-ups that demands
taking ownership of targets and seeking opportunities for improvement / growth of the program
without guidance
Experience with financial planning and ability to manage budgets efficiently
Positive, solutions and impact oriented attitude, drive for excellence
Passion for and experience working in sustainability (or potentially related areas of social
impact)
Agile, able to adapt to changing priorities
Comfort working across global time zones
Professional demeanor, excellent organizational, interpersonal and communication skills
(English) and attention to detail
Minimum educational qualification: Post graduate, preferably MBA or equivalent

LOCATION
The Director of Operations will be based in the U.S. and will work remotely. Our preference is for them
to be based in the East Coast time-zone, to enable successful collaboration across our global team. They
will travel occasionally, e.g., for leadership meetings. The successful candidate will be required to prove
they have the right to work in the U.S..

KEY RELATIONSHIPS
The Director of Operations will report to McKinsey.org’s CEO Mona Mourshed, based in Washington
D.C., and the Global Executive Director for Sustainable Communities, Shannon Bouton, based in Detroit,
and work closely with McKinsey.org teams based in Argentina, Indonesia and the US. They will also need
to be comfortable working directly with funders and peers in McKinsey.org’s partner organizations.

